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Company Description:   

 

Westlake Chemical Corporation manufactures and markets basic chemicals, vinyls, polymers, and fabricated products.  

The company serves a range of consumer and industrial markets, including flexible and rigid packaging, automotive 

products, coatings, and residential and commercial construction.  Westlake Chemical Corporation was founded in 1985 

and is headquartered in Houston, Texas.   
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Thesis 

 

Westlake Chemical Corporation is a producer of 

chemical and plastic products that enhance the daily lives 

of people around the world.  With their strong history of 

product integration and acquisitions and future plans to 

continue both, combined with their long-term growth 

opportunities, Westlake Chemical will continue to grow 

their EBITDA margins and continue to create value for 

the company and increase the price of their stock. 

 

 

Product Integration and Acquisitions 

 

Westlake Chemical President and CEO Albert Chao has 

over 40 years of global experience in the chemical 

industry.  With the knowledge and familiarity that comes 

with being a part of an industry for over four decades, 

Chao possesses the leadership skills this company needs 

to continue to innovate and grow. 

 

Westlake’s core business consists of two product line: 

Olefins and Vinyls.  The olefins product line includes 

ethylene, polyethylene, polyethylene, styrene, epolene 

and propylene.  The vinyls product line includes caustic, 

VCM, PVC (Polyvinyl chloride) suspension and specialty 

resins, and PVC building products such as windows.  

Westlake continues to focus on finding opportunities 

that will improve and grow their product line, and have 

recently made an investment that has helped their PVC 

product line grow substantially.         

 

In the third quarter of 2014, Westlake Chemical acquired 

specialty PVC producer Vinnolit.  Headquartered in 

Germany, Vinnolit is a global leader in PVC resins and 

added significant products and technology to Westlake’s 

current portfolio.  It also improved distributions to 

emerging markets, improved margins and reduced 

volatility.  With the acquisition of Vinnolit, not only did 

Westlake Chemical earn a record net income from vinyl 

operations in its most recent quarter, but they are now 

the global leader in specialty PVC.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On top of being the leading producer of this product, 

Westlake is also the largest producer of low density 

polyethylene (LDPE) in the Americas.  Their focus on 

LDPE is to serve the growing demand for the product 

predominately in Asian and European markets.   

 

 

 

The next key move in place for Westlake is the 

expansion of their ethylene capacity in Lake Charles, 

Louisiana.  This expansion will cost approximately $330 

million, and increase ethylene capacity by approximately 

250 million pounds annually.   

 

As evidenced by Westlake’s history of expansions, 

product integrations and acquisitions, the company is 

always assessing opportunities to see how well they fit 

into their business strategies.  With over $1,000,000,000 

cash on hand, Westlake continues to stay prepared for a 

cash acquisition or an expansion for product capacity 

whenever a worthy opportunity presents itself.   
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Long-Term Growth Opportunities 

 

Over the past year, the price of a barrel of oil has 

decreased by approximately half the price.  The most 

recent price for a barrel of oil is recorded to be $46.  

This significant drop in oil prices has effected many 

corporations, including Westlake Chemical.  Westlake 

uses oil as an input for their products, so this decline in 

oil prices has resulted in lower sales prices for many of 

the company’s top products.  Despite lower sales prices, 

sales from the most current reported quarter increased 

by $38 million over the previous quarter in the Olefins 

segment as a result of higher sales volumes.  On top of 

this, the decrease in oil prices has resulted in a higher 

operating income for both the Olefins segment and the 

Vinyls segment.  The Vinyls segment operating income 

increased by $41 in its most recent quarter compared to 

its previous quarter.  As a low-cost producer of olefins, 

vinyls and other products resultant from oil, Westlake is 

in a solid position for future production.   

 

The core reason Westlake still saw strong growth in both 

sales and operating income in its most recent quarter 

despite lower oil prices is due to the demand for their 

products.  Global demand for PVC products has 

returned to pre-recession levels, and this demand is 

expected to continue growing.  As a low-cost producer 

of PVC, Westlake is in a great position to supply the 

necessary demand for this product.  As the current 

global leader in specialty PVC, the long-term outlook in 

this segment looks more than promising for the 

company.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the company’s move to acquire Vinnolit as the 

global PVC demand continued to rise, it is evident that 

Westlake aims to be the global leader for each of their 

products.  The company will continue to watch trends in 

the industry, and make moves to acquire or expand 

whatever product line is growing globally in demand.  

Westlake currently has a cash balance of $1,026,600,000.  

With this substantial amount of cash on hand, whenever 

the right opportunity presents itself Westlake is in the 

position to take it immediately.  The company also has 

negative net debt, meaning they currently have more 

cash than debt.  With oil prices so low, this could 

potentially be the best time for the company to take on 

more debt to grow.  The global demand for the products 

they produce combined with their current financial 

situation creates for many long-term growth 

opportunities.  

 

 

Financials –EBITDA margins, zero net 

debt, dividends 

 

One of the most prominent categories on Westlake 

Chemical’s balance sheet is the EBITDA margins.  

Westlake’s EBITDA margins have consistently 

outgrown their revenue growth in each of the past five 

years, and is estimated to continue this trend in the 

upcoming years.  This verifies that the company is 

creating value, and eliminating operating expenses that 

are eating into their bottom line.  The following chart 

illustrates Westlake’s advantage in EBITDA margins 

compared to their peer average, as well as their 

advantages in return on assets and return on capital 

employed compared to peer averages.   

 

 

 

Another noticeable category that has already been 

mentioned is the company’s net debt.  With a current net 

debt of -$262,500,000, the company has more cash than 

they do debt which should look very promising to 

investors.   

 

This past August, Westlake announced a 10% increase in 
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its quarterly issued dividend.  Including this most recent 

payout, Westlake has paid 44 straight dividend payments 

dating back to 2004 when the company went public.  

This provides a strong message about future 

expectations, and makes the stock more attractive to 

investors.  It also demonstrates the company’s solid 

financial fundamentals.   

 

On top of all this, Westlake recorded a record net 

income of $205 million this past quarter.  The company 

is proving that they are moving in the right direction, 

and all signs show that they will continue moving in this 

direction.    

 

 

 

Conclusion  

 

I am recommending a buy on Westlake Chemical 

Corporation because they will continue to grow 

financially as a result of their continued product 

integration, acquisitions, and long-term growth 

opportunities resulting from being in an industry of 

growing demand.  Westlake will continue to make the 

moves necessary to position themselves as the global 

leaders for their products, and in turn will increase the 

value of both their company and their share price.  
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